CHAUTAUQUA HEALTH AND FITNESS
AND
THE MORE FOUNDATION GROUP

SHOE DRIVE:
DONATE
LIGHTLY USED ATHLETIC SHOES

MORE Foundation is 100% funded with recycled athletic shoes. Instead of 100 years decomposing in landfills, the donated shoes are sold to participating vendors in developing countries. This creates retail jobs while stimulating free enterprise. With every pair of gently used athletic shoes, MORE can plant one ton of carbon grounding trees and teach sustainable agro-forestry. Every pair of used athletic shoes will potentially generate one million tree seeds.

Currently MORE is distributing one million small trees to one million students in Accra, the capital of Ghana. These million trees over the next few years will generate billions of tree seeds to help reforest all of Ghana in a few decades.

MORE
Foundation Group
Modular Organic Regenerative Environments
www.MoreFoundationGroup.org

ATHLETIC SHOES ONLY
Men and Women Sizes 6-11

WHY DONATE?
♦ Keep your shoes out of landfills
♦ Help fund reforestation projects
♦ Offset your carbon footprint